



1  and  2  and  3  and  4  and



BASIC TREMOLO MELODY/MOTIF PICKING




SUSTAINED CHORD WITH TREMOLO PICKING:




MIXING TREMOLO PICKING WITH ALTERNATE PICKING:




WHAT IS HAPPENING WHEN WE ARE CROSSING STRINGS: EXPLAINED  



TREMOLO CROSSING 2 STRING EXERCISE: 

Next try the exercise below with quavers and count as you cross the strings on 
the up stroke. Then try it by doubling the speed with 16th’s. Again count the 
rhythm so that you cross smoothly.  

8th notes                                   16th notes “Double time” 

�  

1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and 1 e and a etc.



EVEN PATTERNS:

First try this with 8th notes and then double the speed with 16th notes. Hear the 
internalised “1e and a” of the Sixteenth notes and as you cross the strings you 
will always cross with the same EVEN stroke. This makes crossing the strings 
very easy because when you can cross 2 strings then you can SIMPLY REPLICATE 
this across all 6 strings.  

�  

*If you find this easy then you can employ triplets rather than 16th’s for odd grouping. 
But most students find Even groupings easiest for a smooth and effortless tremolo.* 



TREMOLO PICKING ACROSS ALL 6 STRINGS EXERCISE:

�  



TREMOLO PICKING ACROSS ALL 6 STRINGS 16’S G MAJOR SCALE: “EVEN”

�  



ODD TREMOLO PATTERNS:

For some players playing in ODD groupings may be easier or just preferable. But 
be warned if you mix up odd groupings with even groupings then you can come 
unstuck. This is why many players have problems with tremelo picking and it is 
also the reason why many beginners cause injury by tremelo picking with mad 
aggression and forceful tension.  

Firstly INTERNALISE these rhythms. 

�  



G MAJOR TREMOLO PICKING ”ODD” PATTERNS TRIPLETS GMAJOR SCALE EXERCISE:

�  

�  



ARPEGGIO IN “ODD” TRIPLETS A MAJOR

�  

�  



IN CONCLUSION:

I hope that this books has been of some use to you. 
Always remember that when it comes to tremolo picking Avoid tension! Try and 
play slightly behind what you are capable of and that way you won’t race ahead 
of yourself and you will always have control of your speed and precision whilst 
avoiding injury.  

Good Luck! Thank you for taking the time out to study/read this book. 

Clifford Martin c2011
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